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Abstract 
 
This study examines gender discrimination and the possibility that education is more 
important for signalling ability among women than men. As social networks tend to run 
along gender lines and managers in the labour market are predominantly male, it may be 
more difficult for women to signal their ability without college credentials. The Lang and 
Manove (2011) model of racial discrimination and educational sorting is applied to examine 
the gender gap in schooling attainment. The model is empirically estimated for whites, 
blacks and Hispanics separately, with the results among whites consistent with education 
being more valuable to women due to signalling. For 90% of the whites in the sample 
women choose a higher level of education, given their ability, than men. Women on average 
obtain 0.5-0.7 extra years of schooling compared to men with the same ability score.  
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1 Introduction 

Women’s position in the labour market has changed considerably over the last decades. 

Overall, the Western world has seen a growth in women’s labour market participation and 

their relative wages. However, in recent years the growth in women’s relative wages has 

been sluggish and uneven, the increase in female labour force participation reaching a 

plateau. In spite of increased labour market experience and educational attainment, a 

sizeable gender wage gap remains (see, e.g., Blau and Kahn, 2008; 2016).  

In contrast to women’s labour market outcomes, women’s higher education has 

continued to grow. Since the early 1980s women have outnumbered men among new 

college graduates, the reverse gender gap increasing steadily since then. This development 

has introduced a previously unknown imbalance between the genders, confronting college 

admission officers with the question of whether to implement affirmative action for males 

to ensure campus diversity (Greene and Greene, 2004).  

Considering recent trends in women’s relative labour market outcomes, it is puzzling 

why women on average invest more in their human capital compared to men, since they 

are likely to spend more time out of the labour force and earn relatively less, given their 

educational attainment. It is also perplexing that women’s wages are still lower than men’s, 

even when differences in education and experience are accounted for. This paper 

contributes to the literature on the gender gap in wages and educational attainment by 

looking at whether the gap is consistent with a model of statistical discrimination and 

educational sorting, introduced by Lang and Manove (2011) (hereafter the LM model). The 

model could potentially simultaneously explain why women are more likely to attend and 

complete college than men, and why women are paid less than men, given their education 

and experience.  
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Lang and Manove (2011) construct a game-theoretic model of educational signalling 

and statistical discrimination to explain why black males get more education than white 

males of similar cognitive ability. In their model employers do not perfectly observe 

productivity and, importantly, employers find it more difficult to evaluate the productivity 

of black job applicants than whites. However, employers’ ability to evaluate productivity 

improves with the applicants’ educational level. In this setting education has a signalling 

value, for black workers in particular. The model predicts that among those with 

intermediate levels of ability, blacks will have higher levels of education than whites, while 

the education levels should be similar for those with low and high levels of ability. The 

model furthermore predicts that when ability is not accounted for, the wages of blacks will 

be below the wages of whites with similar levels of education, but that the wages will be 

similar at low and high levels of ability. 

In their paper Lang and Manove (2011) focus on racial discrimination and exclude 

women for most of their analysis, due to difficulties in handling differences in selection 

into the labour market. In this paper, we exploit various imputation techniques introduced 

in recent literature to tackle the important challenge of studying women’s outcome in the 

labour market, and apply the LM model to study gender differences in wages and 

educational attainment. In line with the LM model we argue that employers find it more 

difficult to infer about the productivity about female workers than the productivity of male 

workers. As Lang and Manove (2011) and Arcidiacono et al. (2010) argue, productivity is 

less likely to be observable at lower levels of education when, e.g. college grades or college 

selectivity cannot be used to reveal information. Under these conditions, other aids such as 

networks, personal contacts and referrals can be of particular importance. That leaves 

groups that are inadequately represented in higher level positions at an informational 
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disadvantage; as such, social networks are likely to run along gender and racial lines (see, 

e.g. Altonji and Blank, 1999; Hellerstein et al., 2008, Montgomery, 1991). Furthermore, the 

psychology and management literature finds that male managers are worse at evaluating 

female compared to male productivity (e.g., Hammer et al., 1974, Surmann, 1997, Bauer 

and Baltes, 2002). Several studies also document more egalitarian gender-role attitudes 

among individuals with higher levels of education (Cherlin and Walters, 1981; Thornton et 

al., 1983, Thornton and Freedman, 1979), which is why one may expect to find employers 

with more egalitarian views in the labour market for educated workers.  

In their analysis, Lang and Manove (2011) focus on males and point out that looking at 

the wage outcomes of females is particularly difficult because of selection issues. Women’s 

labour market participation is considerably lower than men’s. In 2015, 57% of women over 

16 years old participated in the labour market, compared to 69% of men. Among 35-44 

year olds, the participation rates are 74% and 90% (U.S. Department of Labor). Moreover, 

while men are usually assumed to positively select into the labour market, i.e. men with 

high wage potential are more likely to work, it is plausible that a mix of positive and 

negative selection exists for women. For example, equally productive women who are in 

different marriage markets may be subject to different selection rules. Women who are in a 

favourable marriage market have high reservation wages and select negatively into the 

labour market, while those who have poorer marriage market prospects select positively 

into work.  

When studying gender differences in wages, it is important to take into consideration 

possible selectivity biases. Mulligan and Rubinstein (2008) show that the average selection 

rule among women has changed over time and that since the mid-1980s non-employed 

women on average have a lower earning potential than working women. Blau and Kahn 
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(2006) also study the US gender gap and find that the gains in women’s relative wages in 

the 1980s were overstated, and that 25% of the convergence was due to changes in 

selection. Several selection correction methods have been used to get a better idea about 

the true gender gap in wages. In this paper we closely follow the method used by, e.g. 

Johnson et al. (2000), Neal (2004), and Olivetti and Petrangolo (2008). In other words, we 

use alternative imputation techniques that only require assumptions on whether the 

unobserved wages are below or above the median based on characteristics such as 

education, aid receipt and spousal income. 

To study the predictions of the LM model for gender discrimination we use data from 

the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth 1979 (NLSY79), which is also used by Lang 

and Manove (2011). We compare educational decisions given ability scores (as measured by 

Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT)) and examine the returns to ability and schooling 

in terms of wages. The findings support the predictions of a signalling model in the labour 

market where employers’ observations of women’s productivity is noisier than that of men, 

but the precision of their observations improves with increased education of the worker. 

This creates an increased value of education for women, in particular for those of medium 

ability. Testing these model predictions, the data consistently show that women attain more 

schooling than men given their ability, especially at the intermediate levels of ability values. 

For 90% of the ability domain among whites, women choose a higher level of education, 

given their ability, than men do. The difference in educational attainment is maximised 

when the ability score is close to average, with women obtaining an additional 0.5-0.7 years 

of education compared to men with the same ability score. At the two extreme levels of 

ability, however, schooling levels across genders are more similar, as predicted by the 

model. 
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The LM model applied to gender discrimination furthermore predicts that women 

receive relatively low wages for a given education level (particularly at the intermediate 

levels), when not controlling for ability. Since women have lower ability given their 

education (cf. previous result), they should on average receive lower compensation 

compared to men. We test this empirically by studying the relationship between earnings 

and education – using imputed wages to correct for selection in the labour market – and 

find that given education levels, there is a gender wage gap that corresponds to the ability 

differences that are not being accounted for. In sum, this result supports the prediction of 

the model by showing that women have lower wages than men with the same level of 

education – and that the gap is maximised at intermediate levels of education. 

Finally, the model also predicts that women’s wages are higher relative to men’s wages 

at intermediate levels of ability when education is not controlled for. Our results are mixed 

but suggest overall that it is the case that women’s wages are relatively higher at the 

intermediate levels.  

The results lend support to the Lang and Manove’s (2011) predictions when their 

model of racial discrimination is applied to gender differences among whites. Our findings 

are consistent with education being more valuable to women as a tool of signalling 

compared to men. We extend the analysis to look at two minorities, blacks and Hispanics. 

Existing research on the gender gap in educational attainment has paid surprisingly little 

attention to the stark differences in various demographic groups. A study by King (2006) 

reveals that the gender gap in college enrolment rates is widest among blacks, where 60% 

are women. In comparison, 55% are women among Hispanic students and 55% are 

women among whites. Moreover, the reverse gender gap in college enrolment is larger 
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among students from lower income families. Among low income blacks, 68% of those 

enrolled are female.  

When estimating the LM model for blacks and Hispanics our results are non-

conclusive (in contrast to those for whites). We do not find significant gender differences 

in college completion rates among Hispanics in our data, and our findings for blacks 

suggest that the educational gap across genders among blacks is explained by factors other 

than signalling. Although it is quite possible that both males and females in the minority 

groups benefit from the signalling value of education, relative to white males, it is less clear 

how the model of discrimination and signalling value applies when comparing two groups 

that are potentially discriminated against in the labour market. As such, our results offer a 

modest step towards filling the noticeable gap in the literature when it comes to gender 

discrimination among minority groups.   

The remainder of this paper is divided up as follows: section 2 discusses the gender gap 

in wages and in college completion rates. Next, section 3 summarises the LM model and 

how the signalling effect of education may generate an increased incentive for women to 

obtain schooling. Section 4 then provides an overview of the data and section 5 presents 

the empirical analysis and results. Finally, section 6 concludes. 

 

2 Background 

2.1 The gender gap in wages 
 

The gender wage gap has declined considerably over the last decades. The wage 

convergence was most pronounced in the 1980s but has since slowed down, leaving a 

significant wage gap behind. Noticeably, the gender gap has declined much more slowly at 

the top of the wage distribution than at the middle or the bottom (Blau and Kahn, 2016). 
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Among possible explanations for the remaining gap are that women select into 

different occupations, industries and firms (Card et al, 2016; Levanon et al., 2009); and they 

work shorter hours and are more likely to experience labour market interruptions (Goldin, 

2014; Bertrand et al., 2010, Noonan et al., 2005). Recent research suggests that 

conventional economic variables (such as non-labour or husband’s income, education and 

demographic variables) fail to explain women’s labour market participation and that female 

wage elasticities are becoming closer to male elasticities (See, Blau and Kahn, 2007 and 

Heim, 2007). This may indicate that women’s attitudes towards the labour market and the 

role that it plays in their lives is becoming closer to that of men (Goldin, 2006; Blau and 

Kahn, 2007). This also suggests that it is becoming more important to consider the role of 

other factors in the gender wage gap, such as attitudes, preferences, non-cognitive skills 

and psychological attributes. For example, Santos-Pino (2012) finds that differences in self-

confidence may contribute to the gender pay gap, while other explanations, with mixed 

evidence, are differences in the desire to compete, the willingness to negotiate and the 

willingness to take risks (for reviews, see Bertrand, 2011; Croson and Gneezy, 2011). 

Finally, there is evidence that at least some of the gender gap in wages reflects 

discrimination. Several studies find that women are less likely to be promoted (e.g. Addison 

et al., 2014; Gayle et al., 2012; Blau and DeVaro, 2007; Cobb-Clark, 2001; McCue, 1996).1 

Furthermore, a number of recent studies have used experimental design to look at gender 

discrimination (e.g., Neumark, 1996; Goldin and Rouse, 2000; Moss-Racusin et al., 2012; 

Reuben, 2014; Correll et al, 2007) and all find evidence of gender discrimination in hiring. 

Moss-Racusin et al. (2012), who study how science faculty views and hires senior 

undergraduate students for a position as a science laboratory manager, find that male 

                                                 
1 A noteworthy exception is a study by Hersch and Viscusi (1996) that finds that women are more likely to 
get promoted, since they on average start at lower level jobs.  
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applicants were offered a starting salary that was almost USD 4,000 higher than 

comparable female applicants.  

Lang and Manove (2011) and Arcidiacono et al. (2010) emphasise the argument that 

job discrimination may stem from the importance of networks, personal contacts and 

referrals in a labour market where productivity is not perfectly observable. Phelps (1972) 

and Lundberg and Startz (1983) introduced models of discrimination where employers are 

less capable of assessing the productivity of women and nonwhites, while Milgrom and 

Oster’s (1987) seminal paper introduced the invisibility hypothesis, which states that when 

the job skills of disadvantaged workers (women and nonwhites) are not easily observed, 

firms will benefit from keeping these workers in low-level jobs. As a result, these workers 

are paid less on average and are less likely to be promoted than other workers with the 

same level of education and ability. Pinkston (2003) tests the predictions of these models 

empirically and finds strong evidence suggesting that employers are less able to evaluate the 

productivity signals of women compared to men. Another line of related research shows 

that women are more likely to advance when there are more women in top management 

(e.g. Kurtulus and Tomaskovic-Devey, 2012).  

2.2 The gender gap in higher education 
 

The female advantage in college enrolment and completion rates is by now a worldwide 

phenomenon, even among countries with relatively low gross domestic product levels. As 

early as 2003, 57% of those enrolled in higher education in the US were females. Among 

undergraduates men made up 45% of students 24 years or younger and only 38% of those 

25 or older, making women a sizable majority group (King, 2006). Complex, 

multidimensional factors are part of the explanation as to why women are beginning to 
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outnumber men in higher education. For example, several studies reveal that cognitive and 

non-cognitive skills strongly predict scholastic attainment and wages (see, e.g. Heckman et 

al., 2006) since both of types of skills make the accumulation of human capital easier, 

lowering the non-monetary cost of schooling. Thus, a common explanation for the gender 

gap in college completion rates is that girls tend to outperform boys in high school and 

engage in behaviour that increases the likelihood of enrolling in college (see, e.g. Jacob, 

2002; Buchman and Diprete, 2006). Similarly Becker et al. (2010) study gender differences 

in the distribution of non-cognitive skills by focusing on the standard deviation (rather 

than the mean), which is significantly higher for men – indicating that there are more men 

than women at the upper tail of the distribution. The demand for college graduates has 

grown (along with increased college earnings premium), shifting the cut-off point in the 

skill distribution to the left, attracting relatively more women than men to college.  

Another segment in the literature focuses on the role of marginal returns to education 

and whether the greater economic benefits of college for women can explain the female 

college advantage (e.g. Goldin et al., 2006). Possible reasons for a higher college premium 

for women are that women are able to use education to escape gender discrimination in the 

labour market, or that uneducated men have more options and better access to more highly 

paid jobs compared to uneducated women. Chiappori et al.’s (2009) theoretical work 

likewise explains the gender differences in schooling in a model where labour-market 

returns to schooling are higher for women, which is supported by other studies that find 

the college premium is larger among women compared to men (e.g. Murphy and Welch; 

1989, 1992; Card and DiNardo, 2002; Daugherty, 2005). For example, Jacob (2002) finds 

that the college premium accounts for approximately 40% of the gender gap in college 

completion. DiPrete and Buchman (2006), in contrast, find marginal returns to college to 
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be higher for women than men, their results indicating that this does not suffice to explain 

the observed gender gap. Instead they find that the gap can be explained by a broader 

measure of wellbeing, including marriage outcomes, household standard of living and 

insurance against income deprivation. For instance, by studying family resources they find 

that parental education and the presence of the father have a significant effect on the 

gender gap in college completion rates.  

Other studies question whether marginal returns of education are in fact higher among 

women. Peña (2006) presents evidence from Colombia, where women are more likely to 

obtain a college education but have lower marginal returns to education. Hubbard (2011) 

finds that when correcting for top code bias in the data there is no gender difference in the 

college wage premium. Thus other hypotheses exist as to why women have become more 

likely than men to attend college, including the Bill Gates syndrome, where men are more 

likely to be enticed by high-tech jobs that do not require college education, but also reasons 

such as men being more likely to be involved in gangs and crimes and because schools are 

increasingly female friendly, e.g. due to the increased female ratio in the teaching 

occupation. 

Finally, a possible explanation is that, in line with Lang and Manove’s (2011) 

arguments, employers’ find it more difficult to assess the productivity of female workers in 

a male dominated labour market. In this case women may use education to replace 

networks and to signal their ability.2 

                                                 
2 Lang and Manove (2011) thoroughly discuss the possibility that the educational gap between blacks and 
whites may stem from the difference in the quality of their schooling. Blacks are overrepresented in low 
quality schools, and underrepresented in high quality schools. To acquire a certain skill level, blacks need to 
obtain more schooling than whites, i.e. they substitute quality with quantity. In contrast, however, the share 
of females does not appear to vary with school quality (see, e.g. Autor et al., 2016 and Allensworth et al., 
2016), which is why this is not a plausible explanation for the educational gap between males and females.   
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3 Modelling the signalling value of education 

Models of discrimination often argue that those who face prejudice in the labour market 

are less likely to invest in their human capital (see e.g. Lundberg and Startz, 1982; Coate 

and Loury, 1993). Recent papers examining black workers, however, suggest that the effect 

may in fact be in the opposite direction because education helps those who face 

discrimination to reveal their ability to potential employers (Lang and Manove, 2011; 

Arcidiacono et al., 2010). The idea that education is valuable as a tool to signal ability was 

first introduced within economics by Spence (1973). Combining this original idea of 

signalling with models of discrimination, the above-mentioned papers develop a framework 

to explain why, given ability, black men obtain more education than white men. Lang and 

Manove (2011) argue that the productivity of blacks is less easily observed than that of 

whites, but with increased education the ability of employers to evaluate productivity 

improves, until at sufficiently high educational levels the productivity for both groups is 

observed equally well. Arcidiacono et al. (2010) assume productivity signals are noisy for 

those with less education – both whites and blacks – but those signals become more 

accurate with increased education. However, as black men have lower ability (AFQT 

scores) on average, they are statistically discriminated against when productivity is not 

observable. In both of these frameworks, black workers have a bigger incentive than whites 

to invest in their human capital, given their ability. 

This study applies the model introduced by Lang and Manove (2011) of educational 

attainment to examine gender differences in educational decisions. Whereas they focus on 

males and set separate parameters for black and white workers, based on the assumption 

that employers cannot observe the productivity of black workers in the same way as they 
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can for white workers, we argue that a comparable assumption can be made across 

genders.3 Another fundamental assumption of the LM model is that the ability of 

employers to assess the productivity of black workers improves with the level of education, 

until reaching relatively high levels of education where productivity is observed equally well 

for both groups. The productivity of the highly educated may, e.g. be revealed or signalled 

by grades, college quality or informal networks.4  

In the following we outline the main predictions of the LM model and refer the reader 

to Lang and Manove (2011) for proofs and a full description. The LM model has a 

continuum of workers of different ability levels, with ability a distributed over some fixed 

interval. Workers choose their level of schooling, where their strategy profile is described 

by a continuous and differentiable function, S(a), which strictly increases in their ability, a. 

Workers’ log productivity can be written as  

 

 ),(ln * asqp ,          (1) 
 

where q(s, a)  is a deterministic function of education and ability,   is a normal random 

variable with mean 0 and variance
2, qss  0  (i.e. the marginal effect of education on 

productivity is diminishing) and qsa  0  (i.e. ability complements schooling so the effect of 

schooling on productivity is higher for those of higher ability). The employer observes a 

worker’s schooling, s = S(a), and a signal of productivity p given by 

 

                                                 
3 This follows from our previous discussion. To briefly reiterate, Montgomery (1991) shows that groups that 
are inadequately represented in higher-level positions may be at an information disadvantage. The psychology 
and management literature also reveals how male managers may be worse at evaluating female compared to 
male productivity (Hamner et al., 1974; Surmann, 1997; Bauer and Baltes, 2002). Furthermore social networks 
are likely to run along gender lines as well as racial lines, with referrals and personal contacts playing an 
important role in channeling information in the labour market (see Altonji and Blank, 1999). 
4 Moreover, as discussed above, more egalitarian gender-role attitudes among individuals with higher levels of 
education may result in employers with similar views in the educated labour market (Cherlin and Walters, 
1981; Thornton et al., 1983; Thornton and Freedman, 1979), while networks may play a bigger role in the 
market for low-skill jobs, implying that a lack of network is more damaging at lower and intermediate 
educational levels (see Hellerstein, McInerney and Neumark, 2008). 
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upp  *lnln ,          (2) 
 

where u is a random error with variance  u
2, which is continuous and decreasing in s. The 

random variables   and u are assumed to be independently distributed. The observability 

of worker productivity can then by defined as  

 

)(
)(

22

2

s
s

u








       , ]1,0[)( s       (3). 

 
To interpret, for a given

2  0 , suppose  u
2 (s)  is large and therefore (s)  is close to 0, 

then the employer’s ability to directly observe worker productivity is poor. On the other 

hand if  u
2 (s)  = 0 and λ(s) = 1 then the employer observes productivity perfectly, in which 

case workers have no incentive to signal their productivity and will consequently obtain the 

efficient level of education.  

The model provides the following key theoretical predictions: 

i. If S(a) describes any separating equilibrium of the workers’ signalling game, then 

for all a[a0, a1], where the interval [a0, a1] is the support of worker abilities, we 

have that S(a)≥S*(a), where S*(a) denotes the efficient level of education. This 

means that if productivity is observed perfectly then workers obtain the efficient 

level of education, S*(a). If, on the other hand, productivity is not observed 

perfectly then education has a signalling value and in equilibrium the level of 

schooling is always equal to, or above, the efficient level of education.  

ii. Any well-behaved separating equilibrium, S, has the property that the education 

level, S(a0), of the lowest type of worker must be efficient and not influenced by 

signalling. In other words, there is no signalling value for the workers at the bottom 

of the ability distribution. This follows because S(a) is strictly increasing in a, which 
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implies that the employer will therefore always be able to infer that a worker with 

education, S(a0), has the lowest ability, a0. As a result workers at the bottom of the 

ability distribution will not obtain any education above the efficient level of 

education, i.e. no extra education is obtained as it has no signalling value (i.e. the 

assumption of schooling being strictly increasing in ability leads employers to 

observe those with lowest ability as everyone else has a higher level of schooling).  

iii. The ability of employers to observe workers’ ability improves with the education 

level, s. Let s* be the lowest value of s such that λ(s) = 1 (i.e. such that employer 

observes worker productivity perfectly) for all s ≥ s*, and let a*=A(s*). Then, for 

a≥a*, S(a) is the same as in the case where information about productivity is perfect 

at all levels of education. This implies that there is no signalling value at the top end 

of the ability distribution, since for those workers ability is perfectly observed. 

Intuitively the first key prediction means that at intermediate levels of ability, education is 

higher for those whose productivity is imperfectly observed, compared to those whose 

productivity is perfectly observed. In contrast, the latter two predictions imply that at the 

extremes of the ability distribution, there is no value of education as a productivity signal.  

The predictions of the model can be summed up in the following corollaries: 

COROLLARY 1: (i) Women with low (except for the very lowest) or intermediate levels of ability obtain 

more education than their male counterparts. (ii) High ability women and very low ability women obtain the 

same levels of education as comparable males. 

This follows directly from the model since education has signalling value for women, 

except at the extremes of the ability distribution. 
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COROLLARY 2: Women receive relatively low wages for a given education level, particularly at the 

intermediate level. 

It follows from Corollary 1 that, given their level of education, women have on average 

lower ability. Wages are increasing in both ability and education, which is why we expect 

them to have lower wages for a given level of education. 

COROLLARY 3: Women receive relatively high wages for a given ability level, particularly at the 

intermediate level. 

It follows from Corollary 1 that, given their level of ability, women have on average a 

higher level of education, which is why we expect them to have higher wages for a given 

level of ability.  

 

4 Data 

In the analysis we use data from NLSY79 in order to be able to compare our estimated 

parameters to those estimated by Lang and Manove (2011). Moreover, because the NLSY 

is a rich panel that includes information such as spousal income and public transfers, it is 

suitable for the use of various wage imputation techniques (e.g., Neal and Johnson, 1996, 

Johnson et al., 2000, and Neal, 2004). Since 1979 the Bureau of Labor Statistics has 

annually surveyed individuals born between 1957 and 1964 but has only conducted the 

surveys every other year since 1994. We use data through the 2000 wave of the survey, at 

which point the respondents are between 36 and 43 years of age.  

Table 1, which summarises the statistics by race/ethnicity and gender, shows that 

women in the sample have higher college completion rates (16 years or more of schooling) 

than men among all groups. Women have higher mean AFQT scores than men among 
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whites and blacks but not among Hispanics. For all groups, however, the standard 

deviation of AFQT scores is higher among men. Other variables shown in Table 1 also 

serve as control variables in the subsequent analysis. The key variables of interest from the 

survey are: 

Education: Education is the highest grade completed as measured in number of years 

it took to obtain it. When regressions are performed at the individual level we look at the 

highest grade completed as of 2000. When information is missing we use the information 

on highest grade completed from the 1998 and 1996 surveys. Observations where 

educational attainment is decreasing are excluded. 

AFQT: The analysis proxies for ability using the AFQT score, which is standardised by 

age of the individual at the time the test is taken, such that for each age group, i.e. within 

each cohort, the mean test score is zero and the standard deviation equals one.  

Weights: Sampling weights are used to make the results representative. We use the 

2000 weight when available. For missing observations, we use 1996 and/or 1998 weights to 

obtain a predicted value of the 2000 weight. 

Wages: The wage variable refers to the hourly rate of pay at the most recent job from 

the Current Population Survey section of the NLSY79 for those reported working. The 

hourly pay is updated using deflators from the 2011 Economic Report of the President. 

Observations where the real hourly rate of pay is less than USD1.00 or more than USD100 

are dropped from the sample.  

4.1 Wages and selection into the labour market 

Since data on wages only exist for those who participate in the labour market, any 

comparison between the wages of men and women is subject to a selection bias (Heckman, 
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1979, Gronau, 1974). Since labour market participation rates are lower among women than 

men, selection bias is more likely to be an issue when studying women’s wages. Moreover, 

while it is standard to assume positive selection in the labour market (i.e. those with a 

higher wage potential are more likely to work), it is also plausible to see negative selection 

among women, where those with a higher wage potential also have a relatively high 

reservation wage and are therefore less likely to work. 

 The literature uses several methods to address this issue. Blau and Beller (1988), for 

instance, and more recently Mulligan and Rubinstein (2008), use a standard Heckman two-

step selectivity bias correction. The Heckman (1979) method requires some arbitrary 

exclusion restrictions, i.e. it requires finding a variable that explains selection into the 

labour market, while being orthogonal to wages. Blau and Beller (1988) rely on individuals’ 

non-labour income, a dummy for whether the individual is over 62 (and therefore entitled 

to early social security benefits), and the number of family members 18-64 years of age, 

while Mulligan and Rubinstein (2008) include the number of children 0-6 years of age 

interacted with marital status.5 Another way to approach selection is to estimate bounds on 

the wage distribution. Blundell et al. (2007) use theoretical restrictions to deliver 

informative bounds on the distribution of wages, assuming essentially that the selection is 

positive.  

Finally, the most commonly used method – and the one applied in our analysis – is to 

impute wages based on observed characteristics, and when panel data is available, on wage 

observations in previous years (see, e.g. Neal and Johnson, 1996; Johnson et al., 2000; Neal, 

2004; Blau and Kahn, 2006; Olivetti and Petrangolo, 2008). In particular, the main 

approach in these studies is to only make an assumption about whether the unobserved 

                                                 
5 Several studies point out that the results from estimating a selection model are very sensitive to the 
modelling assumptions, see, e.g. Bar et al. (2015) and Huber and Melly (2015). 
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wage is above or below the median. The main advantage of this approach is that it requires 

neither assumptions on the actual level of the missing wage observations nor any arbitrary 

exclusion restrictions.  

Neal (2004) uses imputation techniques to estimate the wage gap between white and 

black women in the US, noting that on average black and white women select differently 

into work. The average young black woman who does not participate in the labour market 

is a single mother receiving government aid, while the average young white woman is a 

married mother receiving support from a working spouse. If women who work are 

negatively selected, i.e. are of lower ability on average than those who do not work, then 

the wage variable may underestimate the educational returns to education. On the other 

hand, if women who choose not to work are of higher ability on average than those who 

work, then the wage variable may overestimate the returns to education. 

For women who have no observed wages between 1988 and 1992, Neal (2004) 

assumes that those who receive government aid, who have no postsecondary education 

and who receive no spousal support have wages below the median. In contrast, those with 

at least a high school education and who receive “substantial” income support from their 

spouse are assumed to be positioned above the median in the wage distribution.6 When 

looking at males, Neal (2004) assumes that all males who do not work over the entire 

period have low wages. 

Blau and Kahn (2006) follow similar imputation rules and assume that those with at 

least a college degree and at least eight years of labour market experience have high wages, 

and that those with less than a high school degree and less than eight years’ experience in 

                                                 
6 Neal (2004) assumes women receive substantial spousal support if their husbands’ wages place them above 
the 90th (or alternatively 75th) percentile in the personal income distribution for 20-35-year-old males of the 
same race. 
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the labour market receive wages that are below their gender-specific median wage. For 

those never observed working, Olivetti and Petrangolo (2008) apply a probability model to 

assign individuals wages either below or above the median. They use education and labour 

market experience to fit a probability model and then use the predicted probability as 

sampling weights. They use panel data sets for several countries to evaluate different 

imputation rules, namely by: (a) assigning low wages for those who are not working, (b) 

assigning low wages for those who are unemployed, (c) assigning low wages to those with 

less than a secondary education and less than 10 years of labour market experience, (d) 

assigning low wages for those who have partners who are at the bottom of the income 

distribution and (e) using previous wage observations. They then apply rule (c) to those 

who still have missing wage observations. In the US data, rule (b) appears to be most 

successful in imputing correct values relative to the median and rule (e) also performs 

relatively well. 

Our analysis compares estimates when imputing wages based on previous surveys, 

using Neal’s (2004) method, and when we assume that those who are unemployed have 

wage offers below the median (cf. Olivetti and Petrangolo, 2008).  

 

Table 2, Column 1 lists the wage observations from the 2000 NLSY79 survey and 

shows that women have a substantially higher share of missing values among whites and 

Hispanics (while males have a higher share among blacks), while white males have the 

lowest share of missing observations (16%) and Hispanic females the highest (27%). In 

order to reduce selection into the wage analysis we execute the following three exercises. 
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Rule a: As was the case with the education variable and the weights, we exploit the 1996 

and 1998 survey to obtain information on wages for those with missing values in the 2000 

survey. More specifically, when wages are missing in the 2000 survey, we use 1996 and/or 

1998 observations to predict earnings in the 2000 survey.7 This step decreases the share of 

missing values substantially (Table 2, Column 2), which now ranges from 3% to 11%.  

Rule b: For those who still have missing observations after implementation of Rule a, we 

follow the wage imputation suggested by Neal (2004), who also uses NLSY79 surveys in 

his analysis. We impute arbitrarily low wages (1 dollar) for those with no postsecondary 

education, no spousal support and those who received government aid for at least 12 

months in the last three years; and arbitrarily high wages (30 dollars) for those with at least 

a high school education and who reported spousal income that placed their spouse in the 

19th percentile in the personal income distribution in their age and race group. Under this 

rule, the share of missing observations ranges from 2% to 6% (Table 2, Column 3). 

Rule c: For those who still have missing observations after implementation of Rule a, we 

follow Olivetti and Petrangolo (2008) and assign a wage of 1 dollar per hour to those who 

report they are unemployed. Assigning a low salary to those who are unemployed has only 

a marginal impact on the share of missing observations, which now ranges ranges from 3% 

to 9% (Table 2, Column 4).  

 

We apply Rule a first since exploiting wages in previous years when a panel is available is a 

standard practice in the literature. Rule b takes advantage of the information available in the 

NLSY and provides interesting comparison as it allows people to select out of the labour 

market because of high reservation wages. Finally, Olivetti and Petrangolo (2008) compare 

                                                 
7 Using the actual wage observations from the 1996 and 1998 waves yields very similar results. 
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various imputation techniques and find that in the US, data assigning low wages to the 

unemployed (i.e. Rule c) was the technique that performed best when they compared their 

imputed wages to wage observations in other waves of the survey. 

 

5 Empirical analysis and results 

Before turning to Lang and Manove’s (2011) signalling model, it is of value to empirically 

check for the presence of gender differences in education and ability. Table 3 tests the 

gender differences in college completion rates and further breaks the results down across 

income levels. The results show significant gender gaps in college completion rates among 

whites and blacks, i.e. 2.8% higher completion rates for white women compared to white 

men and a 5.6% gender difference for blacks. The gender difference is most pronounced 

for medium income families (4.4% for whites and 9.5% for blacks). For Hispanics 

however, the gender difference is non-significant.  

Table 4 similarly examines gender differences in AFQT scores (ability) across both race 

and income levels. The results are presented separately for the mean and the standard 

deviations of AFQT scores. In line with arguments made by Becker et al. (2010), who 

study gender differences in the distribution of non-cognitive skills, there is not a significant 

gender difference in the means, except for Hispanics (where the mean AFQT is higher for 

males), but the standard deviation is significantly higher among men for all groups except 

for those from high-income households.  

As illustrated in Figure 1, while the AFQT distribution is significantly different between 

whites and blacks, the contrast between men and women is not as stark. This suggests that 

statistical discrimination based on differences in expected abilities is unlikely to drive the 

gender differences in educational attainment among blacks and whites, which is the story 
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for racial differences in educational attainment in Arcidiacono et al. (2010).8 Hispanics is 

the only group where we find significant gender differences in the AFQT scores, but it is 

also the only group where we do not find significant differences in educational attainment. 

It is possible that the gender gap in wages among Hispanics is partly explained by statistical 

discrimination and differences in expected abilities, but it does not appear to cause gender 

differences in college completion rates (cf. Table 3). 

We next apply the LM model to study how gender discrimination may lead women to 

signal their productivity through higher education levels than men given the same level of 

ability. The model is originally designed to study race discrimination, but as argued in 

section 3 we should expect to see similar results when looking at the difference between 

men and women’s educational decisions, namely that given their ability women obtain 

higher levels of education than men. 

We proceed to present the empirical results of fitting the LM race discrimination model 

to genders by evaluating across genders the relationships between (i) education and ability 

(Table 5); (ii) wages and education (Table 6); and (iii) wages and ability (Table 7). 

  

5.1 Education and ability 

The LM model of signalling and discrimination applied to genders predicts education has a 

signalling value for females, particularly at low and intermediate levels of ability. This 

means that women have an increased incentive to obtain education at low (except the very 

lowest) and intermediate levels of ability. It follows from Corollary 1, parts (i) and (ii), that 

                                                 
8 They argue that there is statistical discrimination because the ability distribution differs between whites and 
blacks – and if ability is unobserved then expected ability is higher for whites. This contrasts the LM model, 
where the difference in educational attainment stems from the assumption that the ability of some workers 
(here female workers) is less observable, which is why employers put more weight on education for those 
workers. 
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women’s educational level as a function of ability (AFQT scores) is more concave than 

men’s, and from Corollary 1, part (ii), that the educational level should be similar at the 

extremes of the ability distribution. 

Figure 2 graphically explores these predictions by presenting the smoothed relationship 

between education and AFQT test scores by gender and race/ethnicity. Women’s college 

completion rates are higher, until at approximately one and a half standard deviations 

above the mean AFQT score, where the men catch up. This is consistent with Corollary 1. 

For blacks the level of schooling is similar at the bottom of the ability distribution but 

diverges with higher AFQT scores. For Hispanics, women have higher levels of education 

at the intermediate levels of ability, while men have more education at the extremes of the 

distribution. Overall, these results therefore lend partial support to the LM model. 

However, as exact statements are more difficult to extract from the figure, we instead turn 

to a more complete statistical analysis. 

To statistically investigate whether the signalling hypothesis is supported by the data 

Lang and Manove (2011) estimate the following specification (although they estimate it in 

the context of race not gender):  

 

 ifemaleiAFQTiAFQTi FemaleAFQTAFQTEducation   2
20   

       iiiiAFQTfemaleiiAFQTfemale AFQTFemaleAFQTFemale   2
2,,   (4). 

 

The dependent variable, Educationi, is the highest grade completed as measured in number 

of years it takes to obtain it. Zi is a vector that includes additional controls, i.e. family 

income distribution and parents’ educational attainment. We also control for cohort fixed 

effects. The main predictions of the LM model applied to genders is, firstly, that βfemale,AFQT2 

has a negative sign, i.e. that with more ability the educational attainment of women is 
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increasing at a decreasing rate. This follows from Corollary 1, which implies that women’s 

educational level as a function of ability (AFQT scores) is more concave than men’s. And, 

secondly, the model predicts that the second order equation Female*(a + bAFQT + cAFQT2 ) 

equals zero for AFQT levels that are at the extremes (in which case men and women’s 

educational levels are the same given their ability). 

The results are reported in Table 5, where the estimates are consistent with the 

prediction of the signalling model, although primarily in the case of whites. In all 

specifications, βfemale,AFQT2 has the predicted negative sign, but it is only significant among 

whites and in one of the specifications for Hispanics. The βfemale coefficient is significant and 

positive for all ethnicity groups, indicating the gender difference in educational attainment 

when AFQT is at the mean (i.e. equals zero). This gender difference is in the range of 0.519 

- 0.664 school years among whites (cf. Table 5, Columns 1-2). When excluding controls, 

the gender difference in education among whites is maximised at an AFQT score just 

above the mean, producing an educational gap of approximately 0.56 years.9 Including 

controls for parents’ education and family income increases the maximised gender gap to 

0.72 years of education. In comparison, when studying outcomes of blacks vs. whites, Lang 

and Manove (2011) find the gap between white and black men to be maximised slightly 

below the average ability score (when the standardised AFQT equals -0.16), producing a 

gap in educational attainment of 1.3 years across races, i.e. it is somewhat higher in 

magnitude. While the gender gap is smaller than the race gap, the results nevertheless 

suggest that with AFQT scores between -1.26 and 1.74 women obtain more schooling than 

                                                 
9 Searching for the maximum gender difference in education implies differentiating Equation (4) first with 
respect to (w.r.t.) Female and then w.r.t. AFQT, which gives 0.112 + 2×(-0.236)×AFQT. Finding the 
maximum by setting this equal to zero gives AFQT = 0.24. Thus, from Equation (4) differentiated w.r.t. to 
Female, the maximum gender gap in education becomes 0.519+0.112×0.24-0.236×0.242=0.56 years of 
schooling. 
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men of same ability (cf. Table 4, bottom row), which covers 90% of whites’ ability domain 

in the sample.10 This is consistent with Corollary 1, part (ii), i.e. that it is only at the 

extremes of the ability distribution, where the signalling value is zero, that men and 

women’s educational attainment is equal given their ability. The coefficients for blacks and 

Hispanics are imprecisely estimated but point towards similar results (cf. Table 4, Columns 

3-6). 

 

5.2 Wages and education  

The LM model further implies that women receive relatively low wages at the intermediate 

education levels (cf. Corollary 2). At low and high levels of schooling, however, the LM 

model predicts their wage rate to be closer to that of males. To examine this prediction the 

regression equation is: 

 

ifemaleiEduciEduci FemaleEducEducw   2
20log  

 iiiiEducfemaleiiEducfemale EducFemaleEducFemale   2
2,,   (5). 

 

This equation follows the specification in Lang and Manove but is applied to gender 

rather than race. The main prediction that follows from Corollary 2 is that βfemale,Educ2 has a 

positive sign. Since the results in Table 5 are imprecisely estimated for blacks and 

Hispanics, we focus on whites in the analysis. We use wages imputed by the various 

techniques described in section 3, and for each imputation rule we estimate the model with 

and without additional controls. For Rules b and c, we use median regressions, which means 

we only need to make assumptions about the positions of the imputed wages with respect 

                                                 
10 There are 6,584 observations of whites, 5,920 of whom have AFQT scores in the interval -1.26 – 1.74. This 
results in 5,925/6,584=90.0%. 
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to the median, and if the missing wages are imputed such that they place on the correct 

side of the median, then the median regression will retrieve the true parameters of interest. 

The results in Table 6 are consistent with the predictions of the LM model as the 

relationship is relatively more convex for women (cf. a positive coefficient, βfemale,Educ2, 

ranging from 0.380 to 0.744), implying that the gender gap in wages increases at 

intermediate education levels. The table further reports (bottom row) the range of 

education level, where women have lower wages than men. As these intermediate levels of 

education in fact span the entire education domain in our sample, women receive lower 

wages than men across all observable education levels. The level of education where the 

gender gap is being maximised ranges from 9 years (Table 6, Column 4) to around 15 years 

(Columns 1 and 5) (the average amount of education among whites in the sample is 13.5 

years).11 The main results, i.e. that male wages lie above female and that the difference is 

largest at the intermediate levels of education, are robust to the imputation method used. 

However the precision of the estimates are dependent on the specification. The lower 

bound where the male and female wage curves cross varies with the specification, and 

ranges from negative four years of education to seven years of education. However, less 

than 1% of people in the sample have less than seven years of education, so in all cases the 

lower bound excludes almost all women in the sample.  

 

5.3 Wages and ability  

Table 7 reports results from regressing earnings (log hourly wage) on ability (AFQT scores) 

without controlling for education. Based on the LM model women are expected to have 

                                                 
11 This is obtained from differentiating equation (5) first w.r.t. Female and then w.r.t. Educ, which gives e.g. for 
column 1:  -0.149 + 2×(0.496)×Edcuation /100 using coefficient estimates from Column 2 in Table 5a. Setting 
this equal to zero gives Education = 15. 
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higher relative wages at the low (except the very lowest) and intermediate levels of ability 

(cf. Corollary 3). The log wage is regressed on the standardised AFQT score, its square, a 

female dummy, as well the corresponding interactions (i.e. similar to Equation (5), except 

with AFQT replacing education (Educ)). It follows from Corollary 3 that  female,AFQT 2  

should have a negative sign. As in Table 6, we focus on whites and use imputed wages. For 

imputation Rules b and c, we use median regressions. 

 In contrast to Table 6, the results in Table 7 are sensitive to the specification used.

 female,AFQT 2  
is non-significant under Rules a and c, but when relying on Neal’s (2004) 

method and making assumptions on both positive and negative selection into the labour 

market, the results are consistent with Corollary 3. 

 

5.4 Wages and the value of signalling among minorities 

The results in Equation (4) suggest that the LM model may not hold as strongly for 

minorities. The estimated coefficients have the correct sign but are not significant (except 

in Column 5). The theoretical literature defines both women and nonwhites as 

disadvantaged workers (see, e.g. Milgrom and Oster, 1987 and Phelps, 1972), and in the 

LM model it can be argued that for both of these groups education has a signalling value 

compared to white males. It is perhaps less clear how the mechanism works when 

comparing one disadvantaged group to another. If neither black females nor black males 

benefit from network effects, it is likely that both groups benefit from the signalling value 

of education, and gender in that case may not generate additional signalling value. A recent 

study by Nunley et al. (2014) looks at racial discrimination in the labour market, using an 

experimental design. While gender is not the main focus of the paper, they find that black 
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males and black females are treated very similarly in the labour market and that the 

estimated difference between interview rates for black male applicants and black female 

applicants is virtually zero.  

 Table 8 presents the estimation of Equation (4), for minorities. For all specifications, 

except Column 6, βfemale,Educ2 has a negative sign, whereas the main prediction (from Corollary 

2) is that βfemale,Educ2 has a positive sign. In Table 9, we regress earnings on ability without 

controlling for education. The results for this estimation are consistent with Corollary 3, 

which predicts a negative sign of female,AFQT 2 .  

To sum up, the results for blacks are consistent with Corollary 1 but are not significant. 

The findings presented in Table 8 do not fit the model (i.e. Corollary 2). The results in 

Table 9 are consistent with Corollary 3 but are only significant when applying imputation 

Rule b. Overall, the results lend partial support to the LM model for blacks, but it is clear 

that further explanations are needed, in particular to explain the relationship between 

wages and education. 

Similarly for Hispanics, the findings in Table 5 are consistent with Corollary 1 but are 

only significant when controls are not included. The results in Table 8 do not fit the model, 

i.e. Corollary 2 is not supported by the data, while the results in Table 9 are significant and 

consistent with Corollary 3.  

In the case of Hispanics there is not a significant gender difference in college 

completion, as Table 3 shows. In contrast, there is a large gender gap among blacks. The 

literature is surprisingly silent about gender differences in college completion, gender 

differences in wages among minorities and the possible reasons for the differences. 

Combined, the results for minorities partially lend support to the LM model, although 
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something besides the signalling value of education appears to contribute to the observed 

gender gap in wages and college completion.  

 

6 Concluding remarks 

Our paper examines how the educational choices across genders are associated with ability 

levels and how this relationship differs along the lines of race and ethnicity. Our findings 

are consistent with the LM model of statistical discrimination (in particular among whites), 

where education is more valuable to women due to signalling.  

Discrimination against women in the labour market has unarguably decreased in the 

last few decades and this has been particularly evident in the labour market for educated 

workers, which has increased women’s incentive to obtain a college education. There are 

several reasons why this might be the case. For example, ability may be more accurately 

revealed with increased levels of education, employers in the labour market for less 

educated workers may have more prejudice against female workers, and women may 

increasingly use education to signal their labour market attachment, since those who plan 

to spend more time out of the labour market have less incentive to spend their time and 

money on education. 

In examining this, our findings lend support to the predictions of a signalling model in 

a labour market where employers’ observations of women’s productivity is noisier than 

that of men, but the precision of their observational abilities improves with increased 

education of the worker. The analysis shows that women on average obtain more 

education than men given their ability and that this is especially the case at the intermediate 

levels of the ability distribution, while schooling at the extreme ability levels is more similar. 
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While the gender gap in educational attainment is most pronounced among racial 

minorities, the results in the paper primarily support a signalling story for whites, 

suggesting there are other factors contributing to the phenomenon for blacks and 

Hispanics. This calls for further research on the topic. It may be the case among minority 

groups that men face as much discrimination as women and in some cases even more, 

hence the gender difference in the incentive to signal ability through education may be 

negligible. Different labour market behaviour among white and black women may play a 

role in explaining the relatively larger gender gap among blacks. Women’s labour market 

participation rates are higher among blacks than whites, and this is especially the case 

among women of higher ability and educational levels.   
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Figure 1. AFQT distribution 

This figure displays the density on the vertical axis and the standardised AFQT scores (i.e. ability) on the 
horizontal axis. Standardised AFQT scores are constructed such that the mean is zero and the standard 
deviation is one. 
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Figure 2. Years of education vs. AFQT scores 
 

This figure displays years of education on the vertical axis and standardised AFQT scores (i.e. ability) on the 
horizontal axis. Standardised AFQT scores are constructed such that the mean is zero and the standard 
deviation is one. 
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Table 1. Summary statistics 

    Whites  Blacks  Hispanics 

  Men Women  Men Women  Men Women 

         
No. of observations 48,539 45,110  21,849 20,456  15,141 13,484 
No. of individuals 3,320 3,264  1,412 1,405  850 880 

  

Graduate rate from college 23.1% 25.9%  13.9% 19.5%  14.3% 15.2% 
         
AFQT scores (ability)   

Mean 0.371 0.373  -0.654 -0.620  -0.338 -0.415 
Standard deviation 0.996 0.934  0.773 0.681  0.897 0.815 

  

Log of Real Wage   

Ages <25 6.74 6.57  6.64 6.53  6.72 6.58 
Ages 25-30 7.12 6.88  6.92 6.75  7.01 6.85 
Ages 30-35 7.31 7.04  7.01 6.88  7.17 6.97 

  Ages >35 7.54 7.14  7.15 7.01  7.33 7.08 
          
Parents’ education (years)         
 Father 11.9 11.8  10.3 10.1  8.2 8.2 
 Mother 11.7 11.6  10.9 10.7  7.8 7.9 

  

Family income distribution (%)   

Less than USD10,000  26.1 23.5  50.6 54.0  43.2 40.9 
Between USD10,000 - USD30,000 52.8 54.2  44.0 40.0  48.9 52.1 
More than USD30,000 21.2 22.3  5.42 6.1  7.9 7.0 

          
Notes: Observations come from the 1979-2000 panel of the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth 1979 (NLSY79). 
Graduation rate is based on those having 16 years or more of education. Family income is calculated for those respondents 
who are reported living with their parents when first interviewed in 1979. Log of real wage uses the hourly rate of pay at the 
most recent job from the CPS section of the NLSY and is updated to 2011 USD. 

 

 

Table 2. Missing wage observations (%) by gender, race and imputation rule 

  No imputations Rule a Rule b Rule c 

Men (white) 16% 3% 2% 3% 

Women (white) 22% 8% 6% 7% 

Men (black) 25% 8% 5% 7% 

Women (black) 21% 8% 4% 7% 

Men (Hispanic) 19% 4% 3% 4% 

Women (Hispanic) 27% 11% 6% 9% 
Notes: No Imputations: We only use the wages observed in the 2000 National Longitudinal Survey of Youth 1979 
(NLSY79). Rule a: We use wages from two previous surveys (1996 and 1998) to impute wages in 2000. Rule b: We 
use Rule a and then impute a wage of USD1.00 for all long-term aid recipients with no postsecondary education 
and no spousal support, and a wage of USD30.00 for those with at least 12 years of schooling and a spousal 
support that places the spouse above the 19th percentile in their age and race group. Rule c: First we implement 
Rule a and then assign a wage of USD1.00 to the unemployed. 
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Table 3. Gender differences: College completion (male minus female) 

  Whites  Blacks  Hispanics 

      
All income levels -.028***  -.056***  -.009 

(.010)  (.014)  (.016) 
      
Low income family -.036*  -.017  -.027 

(.020)  (.020)  (.025) 
Medium income family -.044**  -.095***  .009 

(.020)  (.029)  (.030) 
High income family -.040  -.176*  .027 
  (.035)  (.092)  (.092) 
Notes: College completion corresponds to having 16 years or more of education. Family income is calculated for those 
respondents who reported living with their parents when first interviewed in 1979. 

 

 

    

 

Table 4. Gender differences: AFQT (male minus female) 

  Mean  St.dev. 

     
Whites -.002  1.066*** 

(.024)   
Blacks -.034  1.077*** 

(.027)   
Hispanics .077*  1.101*** 

(.041)   
    
Low income family -.044  1.099*** 

(.034)   
Medium family income -.016  1.067*** 

(.034)   
High family income .049  1.031 
  (.058)   
Notes: The first column presents the gender difference in mean 
AFQT scores with standard errors in parentheses. *, ** and *** 
indicate significance at the 10, 5 and 1 percent levels of a two-tailed 
t- test, allowing for unequal variances between groups. The second 
column reports the ratio of men and women’s AFQT score 
standard deviations (st.dev.). *, ** and *** indicate significance at 
the 10, 5 and 1 percent levels of an F-test on whether the ratio is 
significantly bigger than one. 
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Table 5. Education regressed on AFQT 

    White  Black  Hispanic 

    (1) (2)  (3) (4)  (5) (6) 
  

Constant 12.75*** 10.22***  14.91*** 12.20***  13.39*** 13.19*** 
(.112) (.295)  (.193) (.435)  (.261) (.421) 

AFQT 1.59*** 1.22***  1.64*** 1.59***  1.86*** 1.57*** 
(.056) (.071)  (.105) (.121)  (.113) (.149) 

AFQT2 .199*** .260***  -.278*** -.229**  -.317*** -.099 
(.046) (.054)  (..098) (.112)  (.121) (.138) 

         
Female .519*** .664***  .679*** .607***  .608*** .673*** 

(.088) (.107)  (.154) (.189)  (.193) (.240) 
Female*AFQT .112 .128  .151 -.165  -.030 -.127 

(.089) (.108)  (.141) (.164)  (.168) (.199) 

Female*AFQT2 -.236*** -.272***  -.141 -.136  -.367** -.305 
 (.069) (.084)  (.130) (.157)  (.180) (.210) 

  

Cohort fixed effect √ √  √ √  √ √ 
Other controls   √    √    √ 
N 4,013 2,459  2,457 1,275  1,525 860 
         
Ability level where 

-1.26, 1.74 -1.34, 1.82 
 

-1.72, 2.79 -2.80, 1.59 
 

-1.33, 1.25 -1.71, 1.29 
interaction equals 0   
Notes: The dependent variable is the highest grade completed as measured in number of years it takes to obtain it. Robust standard errors are 
reported in parentheses. Other controls are family income and the parents’ educational level at the start of the sample period. The ability level at 
which interaction equals 0 solves the quadratic equation a + bAFQT + cAFQT2 = 0, where a is the female constant, b is the coefficient on 
female*AFQT and c is the coefficient on female*AFQT2, i.e. it indicates the ability level where education attainment is equal for men and women, 
other things being equal. Sample weights are used as described in the body of the article.  
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Table 6. Wages regressed on education (whites) 

    Rule a  Rule b  Rule c 
    (1) (2)  (3) (4)  (5) (6) 

  

Constant 5.92*** 4.93***  5.78*** 5.45***  5.97*** 5.29*** 
(.409) (.606)  (.442) (.421)  (.327) (.376) 

Education .143** .212***  .173*** .172***  .148*** .193*** 
(.058) (.080)  (.062) (.061)  (.046) (.052) 

Education2/100 -.164 -.455*  -.313 -.270  -.220 -.448** 
(.198) (.266)  (.215) (.606)  (.159) (.178) 

Female .747 1.13  -.769 -.270  .517 .350 
(.540) (.797)  (.627) (.606)  (.485) (.634) 

Female*Education -.149** -.213*  -.146* -.072  -.116* -.107 
(.080) (.110)  (.088) (.087)  (.068) (.087) 

Female*Education2/100 .496* .744**  .598** .392  .380* .406 
 (.260) (.366)  (.302) (.307)  (.230) (.294) 

  

Cohort fixed effect √ √  √ √  √ √ 
Other controls   √    √    √ 
N 3,960 2,414  4,095 2,491  3,961 2,416 
          
Education level where 6, 24 

 
7, 22 

 
 -4, 29 

 
-3, 22 

 
 5, 25 

 
4, 23 

 interaction equals 0   
Notes: The dependent variable is a log of hourly wages. Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. Other controls are family 
income and parents’ educational level at the start of the sample period. Rule a: Uses wages from two previous survey years to find the 
predicted wages wage observations in 2000 are missing. Rule b: We apply Rule a and for remaining missing observations we do the 
following: for individuals not working we impute a wage of USD1.00 for all long-term aid recipients with no postsecondary education 
and no spousal support and a wage of USD30.00 for those with at least 12 years of education and spousal support that places the 
spouse above the 19th percentile in the personal income distribution for men in that age and race/ethnicity group. Rule c: We apply 
Rule a and then impute a wage of USD1.00 for the unemployed. For Rule a, the standard errors in parentheses are robust and clustered 
at the individual level. The reported estimates for Rules b and c come from a median regression with bootstrapped standard errors. The 
ability level at which interaction equals 0 solves the quadratic equation a + bEduc + cEduc2 = 0, where a is the female constant, b is the 
coefficient on female*Education and c is the coefficient on female*Education2, i.e. it indicates the ability level where wages are equal 
for men and women, other things being equal.  
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Table 7. Wages regressed on AFQT (whites) 

    Rule a  Rule b  Rule c 

    (1) (2)  (3) (4)  (5) (6) 
  

Constant 7.43*** 6.85***  7.42*** 7.25***  7.45*** 6.98*** 
(.036) (.126)  (.035) (.070)  (.031) (.081) 

AFQT .274*** .241***  .222*** .204***  .209*** .195*** 
(.023) (.034)  (.021) (.024)  (.017) (.022) 

AFQT2/100 -.278 -2.47  2.04 1.45  1.64 -.878 
(1.65) (2.15)  (1.58) (1.76)  (1.27) (1.51) 

         
Female -.279*** -.314***  .135*** .078***  -.263*** -.277*** 

(.030) (.040)  (.028) (.030)  (.024) (.030) 
Female*AFQT -.073** -.077*  .070** -.069**  .003 .005 

(.032) (.044)  (.028) (.032)  (.025) (.034) 

Female*AFQT2/100 1.68 3.62  -9.94*** -7.99***  -.969 -.486 
 (2.38) (3.23)  (2.13) (2.38)  (1.86) (2.36) 

  

Cohort fixed effect √ √  √ √  √ √ 
Other controls   √    √    √ 
N 3,786 2,328  3,915 2,403  3,787 2,330 
          
Ability level where -2.4, 6.8 -2.1, 4.2 

 
-2.1, 4.2 -1.5, 0.6 

 
N/A N/A 

interaction equals 0   
Notes: The dependent variable is a log of hourly wages. Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. Other controls are family 
income and parents’ educational level at the start of the sample period. Rule a: Uses wages from two previous survey years to find the 
predicted wages when wage observations in 2000 are missing. Rule b: We apply Rule a and for remaining missing observations we do 
the following: for individuals not working we impute a wage of USD1.00 for all long-term aid recipients with no postsecondary 
education and no spousal support and a wage of USD30.00 for those with at least 12 years of education and spousal support that 
places the spouse above the 19th percentile in the personal income distribution for men in that age and race/ethnicity group. Rule c: We 
apply Rule a and then impute a wage of USD1.00 for the unemployed. For Rule a, the standard errors in parentheses are robust and 
clustered at the individual level. The reported estimates for Rules b and c come from a median regression with bootstrapped standard 
errors. The ability level at which interaction equals 0 solves the quadratic equation a + bAFQT + cAFQT2 = 0, where a is the female 
constant, b is the coefficient on female*AFQT and c is the coefficient on female*AFQT2, i.e. it indicates the ability level where wages 
are equal for men and women, other things being equal. There are no numbers reported for Rule c because women’s wages are below 
those of men in all cases (i.e. never equal). In other words the wage curve for women never crosses that of men. Under Rule a the 
coefficient on AFQT2 has a positive sign, i.e. the curve is convex and the wages lie below the wages of men between the ability levels 
in this table.  
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Table 8. Wages regressed on education (blacks and Hispanics) 

   Blacks  Hispanics 
   Rule a Rule b Rule c  Rule a Rule b Rule c 

        
Constant  6.68*** 5.73*** 7.33***  7.27*** 6.95*** 6.46*** 

 (.615) (.418) (.461)  (.256) (.255) (.115) 
Education  -.012 .130** -.073  -.058 .001 .084*** 

 (.090) (.061) (.067)  (.040) (.039) (.010) 

Educ.2/100  .399*** -.137*** .538**  .504*** .277* -.849*** 
 (.321) (.219) (.238)  (.158) (.154) (.097) 

         

Female  -1.00 -2.31*** -1.85***  -1.26*** -1.14*** -.300*** 
 (.816) (.642) (.660)  (.326) (.340) (.153) 

Female*Educ  .133 .297*** .216**  .159*** .158*** .009 
 (.117) (.019) (.095)  (.051) (.053) (.014) 

Female*Educ2/100  -.519 -.966*** -.678***  -.587*** -.587*** .005 
 (.413) (.330) (.333)  (.203) (.204) (.014) 

         

Cohort fixed effect  √ √ √  √ √ √ 
 
N 

 
2,334 2,466 2,336 

 
1,507 1,583 1,516 

         

Education level where  
N/A N/A N/A 

 
N/A N/A -209, 29 

interaction equals 0   

Notes: The dependent variable is a log of hourly wages. Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. 
Other controls are family income and parents’ educational level at the start of the sample period. Rule a: Uses 
wages from two previous survey years to find the predicted wages when wage observations in 2000 are 
missing. Rule b: We apply Rule a and for remaining missing observations we do the following: for individuals 
not working we impute a wage of USD1.00 for all long-term aid recipients with no postsecondary education 
and no spousal support and a wage of USD30.00 for those with at least 12 years of education and spousal 
support that places the spouse above the 19th percentile in the personal income distribution for men in that 
age and race/ethnicity group. Rule c: We apply Rule a, and then impute a wage of USD1.00 for the 
unemployed. For Rule a, the standard errors in parentheses are robust and clustered at the individual level. 
The reported estimates for Rules b and c come from a median regression with bootstrapped standard errors. 
The ability level at which interaction equals 0 solves the quadratic equation a + bEduc + cEduc2 = 0, where a 
is the female constant, b is the coefficient on female*Educ and c is the coefficient on female*Educ2, i.e. it 
indicates the ability level where wages are equal for men and women, other things being equal. There are no 
numbers reported for Columns (1)-(5) because women’s wages are below those of men in all cases (never 
equal), i.e. the wage curve for women never crosses that of men. 
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Table 9. Wages regressed on AFQT – Blacks and Hispanics 

   Blacks  Hispanics 
   Rule a Rule b Rule c  Rule a Rule b Rule c 

        
Constant  7.51*** 7.36*** 7.46***  7.65*** 7.69*** 7.62*** 

 (.040) (.053) (.054)  (.061) (.060) (.051) 
AFQT  .303*** .266*** .250***  .258*** .244*** .233*** 

 (.034) (.031) (.028)  (.031) (.026) (.023) 

AFQT2/100  -.815 -1.98 -.966  .359 -1.81 -1.59 
 (3.24) (3.02) (2.73)  (3.30) (2.73) (2.37) 

         

Female  -.134*** .060 -.099**  -.079* -.020 -.121*** 
 (.046) (.048) (.045)  (.046) (.047) (.042) 

Female*AFQT  -.005 .066 .065  .050 .086** .159 
 (.043) (.045) (.042)  (.041) (.037) (.034) 

Female*AFQT2/100  -2.45 -10.7** -2.59  -11.0*** -8.71** -9.03*** 
 (4.07) (4.29) (4.00)  (4.28) (3.83) (3.45) 

         

Cohort fixed effect  √ √ √  √ √ √ 
 
N 

 
2,251 2,378 2,255 

 
1,405 1,479 1,411 

         

Ability level where  
N/A -0.5, 1.1 N/A 

 
N/A 0.4, 0.6 N/A 

interaction equals 0   

Notes: The dependent variable is a log of hourly wages. Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. 
Other controls are family income and parents’ educational level at the start of the sample period. Rule a: Uses 
wages from two previous survey years to find the predicted wages when wage observations in 2000 are 
missing. Rule b: We apply Rule a and for remaining missing observations we do the following: for individuals 
not working we impute a wage of USD1.00 for all long-term aid recipients with no postsecondary education 
and no spousal support and a wage of USD30.00 for those with at least 12 years of education and spousal 
support that places the spouse above the 19th percentile in the personal income distribution for men in that 
age and race/ethnicity group. Rule c: We apply Rule a and then impute a wage of USD1.00 for the 
unemployed. For Rule a, the standard errors in parentheses are robust and clustered at the individual level. 
The reported estimates for Rules b and c come from a median regression with bootstrapped standard errors. 
The ability level at which interaction equals 0 solves the quadratic equation a + bAFQT + cAFQT2 = 0, where 
a is the female constant, b is the coefficient on female*AFQT and c is the coefficient on female*AFQT2, i.e. it 
indicates the ability level where wages are equal for men and women, other things being equal. There are no 
numbers reported for Columns (1), (3), (4) and (6) because women’s wages are below those of men in all 
cases (never equal), i.e. the wage curve for women never crosses that of men. 
 

 

 
 
 


